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JETNET Announces Mac Compatibility For Subscribers
UTICA, NY – JETNET LLC, the leading provider of corporate aviation information, has announced that their
product line is now compatible with all Mac computers, and compatible with all browsers and web enabled
devices. The new compatibilities and login protocols for their full suite of search products has taken effect, and all
users have been ported over without interruption of service or additional cost.
The company, which just released a new Commercial Airliner service, has also made their software iPadcompatible and offers a mobile service. The moves signal the growing use of mobile and portable devices among
aviation professionals, and users’ desire for their services to be accessible on multiple platforms and browsers.
“We now give our customers access from any PC or Mac device, from any location,” said Paul Cardarelli,
JETNET Director of Sales and Marketing, “We know they can’t afford to be slowed down by technology, and need
every marketplace advantage we can give them.”
For more than 20 years, JETNET has delivered the most comprehensive and reliable business and commercial
aircraft research to its exclusive clientele of aviation professionals worldwide. JETNET is the ultimate source for
fleet and marketplace information and intelligence. The company offers services for aviation professionals over
the full spectrum of business and commercial aviation, including business jets and turboprops; fixed wing and
helicopter aircraft; and commercial airliners; as well as management and networking tools for business aviation
professionals and executives. Headquartered in its state-of-the-art facility in Utica, NY, JETNET provides
multichannel access to real-time, user-friendly, comprehensive aircraft data.
For more information on JETNET LLC log on to jetnet.com or contact Paul Cardarelli, JETNET Director of Sales
and Marketing, at 800-553-8638 (USA) or paul@jetnet.com; International inquiries, contact Karim Derbala,
JETNET Exclusive Agent, EMEA, at 41.0.43.243.7056 or karim@jetnet.com
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